NEWSLETTER NOVEMBER 8TH

From: "Rakesh Kumar" <rakesh_ishwar@yahoo.com>
To: "rakesh" <rakesh_ishwar@yahoo.com>
Bcc: "Gloria Sannolo" <ning1963@hvc.rr.com>, "vandana sharma" <vandana.sharma@sealedair.com>, "P Shashi" <saiamrith2003@yahoo.com>, "shelley" <shelleyheral@hotmail.com>, "Sister Kwayera" <sk@ifetayoculturalarts.org>, "smiti" <skhanna50@hotmail.com>, "suniti" <suniti.p. lekhi@jpmchase.com>, "terry" <terrymanchanda@yahoo.com.in>, "Wagdevi Thimmaiah" <santosh34@hotmail.com>, "Daniel Tibbits" <danieltibbits@juno.com>, "vaishali" <vaishusara@yahoo.com>, "vida" <vok4u@aol.com>, "nougraz" <ndi1688@yahoo.com>, "pawnee" <pawneesills@verizon.net>, "phyllis" <sujatama@earthlink.net>, "John Pomeroy" <jpomeroy3@mac.com>, "pradeep" <kpk421@hotmail.com>, "krishna raghubber" <kragnhubearthlink.net>, "raj" <devikaas@aol.com>, "ram" <ramjam29@yahoo.com>, "rami" <lankan81@yahoo.com>, "ravi" <rk_g99@yahoo.com>, "Ritika" <ritikakapoor@yahoo.com>, "KomaiDLXHYDLXYG Rohra" <k.rohra@mitsui.com>, "ronald" <ronbrat@yahoo.com>, "Sylvie Safrankova" <omsairam19@yahoo.com>, "kathy" <kdaviswbai@yahoo.com>, "khushali" <khushali216@yahoo.com>, "Nayan Kishnadwala" <nayan.kishnadwala@mbna.com>, "kokayi" <drkokayi@yahoo.com>, "laina" <tripthi@yahoo.com>, "anushka manchanda" <anushkamanchanda@gmail.com>, marilyn. worrell@gmail.com, "janet maxwell" <janet.maxwell@empireblue.com>, "michael" <astrokat@gmail.com>, "faybiene miranda" <wordzie007@aol.com>, "pratichee mohapatra" <pratichee@hotmail.com>, "Mokshapriya/Mita" <mokshapriya@hotmail.com>, "Mrinalini" <mrinmmin@gmail.com>, na123@columbia.edu,
Dear friends

In my earlier newsletters, I had mentioned that George Bush will start his seven and half year period from Nov. 1st 2006 and that his downfall begins from here. I had also written that some woman will come into prominence. Well you must have heard today that Bush and his cabinet lost the senate elections. You must have also heard that Nancy Palosi was elected as the first woman speaker of the house. Thus you see, even George w Bush could not withstand the mighty saturn.

I have already got mails and calls from many people who have already been jolted at this time. Major shifts have come around in their lives. Some have also reported a favourable move, while some await changes. The timing of the changes depends upon the number of degrees the planets are placed in your birth chart, and as the major planets transit the celestial zodiac, they move in certain aspects to your birth chart, and
when the transit planets coincide degree-wise with your planets, then the effect takes place. Thats why there are delays in some people’s case.

Coming back to world situations, The moon conjoins with saturn, Rahu and Ketu on Nov. 13th, and an uneasy axis is formed by the planets. November 13 and 14th are not good for important decisions or travels. Likewise, Nov, 28th and 29th. These days are very precarious and people should generally be careful. Storms and severe weather may hamper travellers.

People who have the moon sign of Leo, Aquarius, Virgo, and Capricorn may face some difficulties. Just be extra careful during these days.

And like I said earlier, there will be some shift in the world systems during this phase. Each one’s own karma will reap it’s own merits or demerits. Its best to be in tune with the divine consciousness always.

I have in the meantime decided to add another service to our ISHWAR center. I hope to also start a free service under our ISHWAR umbrella, called S.S.S. which stands for “Spiritual Services for Seniors” This will be a service that we will offer to all senior citizens. We will provide them a lunch every week. We will also have weekly spiritual discourses and some spiritually inspiring talk. There will be divine music playing all the time, Vedic mantras will be played so that people may listen to the divine chants and heal their souls. The atmosphere will be totally spiritual. All these services will be totally free. It will be open to all communities, and all races. The idea is to draw retired people towards the spiritual path. Having fulfilled their worldly duties, they should now fulfill their spiritual karma so that when they pass away from this world, they will do so with divine contemplation and a quest for God.

I pray to God to help me in my mission.

God bless
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